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Crossword

1. The décor at Loaded, Bandra’s new dessert café, can best be described as 

this (6)

3. Obataimu’s Wabi Sabi white dress has a ___ ___ (4,4)

4. White Print’s youngest reader is ___ years old (6)

5. See 18 Across

6. Vegetable that is part of the stu�ng in Eat Pray Luv’s woodfired calzone (9)

8. The Bar Stock Exchange will be replacing this Mexican restaurant in 

Colaba (7)

12 Across & 3 Down. One of the ingredients in dessert café Loaded’s PBJ 

sandwich (6,6)

13. See 16 Down

15. The type of advice MyGlamm’s beauticians don’t impart (11)

17. Game bird meat available at The Seafood Meat & Co, a fresh fish and meat

 delivery service (5)

18 & 5 Across. Hilary Mantel’s Wolf Hall that features in our latest edition of 

Spine is a fictionalised biography of this famous English statesman (6,8)

Weekend Crossword: Feel This

A one-woman-army puts out India’s first braille lifestyle magazine, a former 

corporate delivers rabbit meat to your doorstep and musician Uday Benegal

reads our favourite passages. 

Down
2. Protagonist of many of the short stories in Junot Diaz’s This Is How You

Lose Her (6)

3. See 12 Across

7. If you are getting from South Bombay to Haji Ali, this road is a good alternative 

to the usually congested Peddar Road (10)

9 & 13 Down. The Bar Stock Exchange’s upcoming branch in Colaba will focus 

more on ___ __ compared to their other branches (6,5)

10. Driving through this hotel in Lower Parel will allow you to skip the main signal 

at Senapati Bapat Marg (9)

11. Hariprasad Chaurasia, who will be performing at the Nehru Centre on Thursday 

is a renowned Indian Classical ___ (8)

12. NDTV journalist who contributes a monthly political column to White Print (6,4)

13. See 9 Down

14. The Seafood Meat & Co intends to add this fresh water fish to their inventory

in the near future (5)

16/13 Across. He plays the title role in Mr Holmes (3,8)
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